
ABBYY FineReader is a versatile PDF tool which empowers 
information workers to efficiently manage documents in the 
digital workplace. It harnesses ABBYY’s AI-based OCR 
technology to make it easier to digitize, retrieve, edit, protect, 
share, and collaborate on all kinds of documents in the 
modern working world.

FineReader reduces inefficiencies resulting from a variety of causes: inaccessible, non-
searchable documents and information; workflows that involve a mix of paper and digital 
documents; and tasks that require the use of multiple software applications. This allows 
information workers to focus on their areas of expertise, rather than the intricacies of 
their administrative tasks.

What is ABBYY FineReader?

PRODUCT BROCHURE

ABBYY® FineReader® 15
The smarter PDF solution

What sets  
FineReader apart?

• Instant background
recogn i t i on  makes
non-searchable PDFs
immediately accessible
for working with them

• Highly efficient com-
parison of documents
in dif ferent formats,
including non-search-
able scans

• Vast number of rec-
ognition languages,
including inte l l igent
detection of the doc-
ument language and
multilingual document
support

• Industry leader in OCR
with exceptional con-
version accuracy and
layout retention

• Advanced document
digitization and con-
version with the OCR
Editor

• Superior accuracy for
table conversion and
extraction

Optimize document processes
Digitize, retrieve, edit, protect, share, and collaborate on all 
kinds of documents in one workflow. 

Make the most of PDFs
Edit digital and scanned PDFs with a newfound ease: 
correct whole sentences and paragraphs or even adjust 
the layout.

Digitize the document workflow  
Incorporate paper documents into a digital workplace with 
AI-based OCR technology to simplify daily work.

https://www.danysoft.com/


Key features
ABBYY FineReader PDF offers a comprehensive toolset to simplify the experience of working with documents in a variety of formats – 
whether digital by origin or digitized from paper.

Edit and organize PDFs
Work with any document, whether digital by origin or dig-
itized, in the same efficient manner. Access and edit texts, 
tables, and the entire layout of a PDF without additional con-
version steps.

Compare documents in different formats
(FineReader Corporate only) Quickly identify differences 
between two versions of a document, even if one or both 
documents are non-searchable scans. Export changes in an 
easy overview either as a commented PDF or a Word docu-
ment with track changes to share and collaborate with others.

Automate digitization and conversion routines
(FineReader Corporate only) Take advantage of automa-
tion tools to streamline repetitive OCR tasks and to con-
vert multiple documents into searchable PDF and PDF/A 
documents or into editable formats such as Microsoft 
Word, Excel, and more.

Collaborate on and approve PDFs
Share ideas, collect feedback from the team, and get doc-
uments approved. Use tools to discuss and make decisions 
directly in a PDF by marking up, commenting on, and draw-
ing within a document.

Create and convert PDFs
Convert any format or paper document into a searchable 
PDF (compliant with the ISO specifications) or convert PDFs 
into Microsoft® Word and Excel® for advanced editing.

Work easily with a universal PDF tool
Enjoy a simple and straight-forward user interface and 
high-quality results. Increase the efficiency of daily work by 
reducing the number of applications in use and avoiding 
duplicate efforts.

Protect and sign PDFs
Mitigate security risks when sharing and storing PDFs. 
Apply and verify digital signatures, redact sensitive informa-
tion, remove hidden data, and manage access to your PDFs.

Digitize documents and scans with OCR
Digitize paper and make scanned documents searchable 
for storage and quick, reliable retrieval or to instantly reuse 
and edit. Leverage ABBYY’s market-leading, AI-based OCR 
technology for the digital workplace. 



Which option is best for you? 
ABBYY FineReader equips information workers with the PDF tools they need to meet the demands of a digital world. Individual 
users, small and medium-sized business, enterprise customers, or public and educational institutions can choose between two 
versions of ABBYY FineReader, depending on what kind of tasks are needed. 

ABBYY FineReader 15 – Available Options
FOR INDIVIDUALS FOR ORGANIZATIONS

Standard

Edit, protect, and collaborate on PDFs

Create and convert PDFs

Digitize paper documents and 
scans with OCR

Corporate

Edit, protect, and collaborate on PDFs

Create and convert PDFs

Digitize paper documents and 
scans with OCR

Automate digitization and  
conversion routines 

5,000 pages/month*, 2 cores

Compare documents in 
different formats

Volume Licensing

Both Standard and  
Corporate editions are  
available in a number of  

licensing options to equip  
multiple employees with a  

universal PDF tool.  
Benefit from progressive  

volume discounts,  
network deployment, and  

simple license management.

NEW Edit all of the PDF
With FineReader 15, editing PDFs of any kind, including scanned 
documents, has become almost as easy as with a text editor. You can edit 
entire paragraphs, change the text formatting, edit table cells, and even 
rearrange the whole layout.

NEW Export document comparison
In addition to exporting the dif ferences between two versions of a 
document as comments in a PDF, you can now also export the results 
as a Word document in track-changes mode. This allows you to easily 
accept or reject the edits and finalize the document.

NEW Convert documents with higher accuracy
The latest OCR technology has further improved the recognition accuracy 
for Chinese, Japanese, Korean languages, layout retention, and PDF 
conversion. Converting documents has never been easier.
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Deploying FineReader across 
the entire organization
Flexible, straightforward licensing options meet the varied needs of organizations of different sizes and IT infrastructures. Starting 
at five licenses, empower employees to optimize PDF processes across the organization.

Available License Types

For more information about FineReader 15, 

visit https://www.danysoft.com/abbyy-finereader-15/

Ideal for organizations of any 
size with decentralized or Local 
Area Networks who need a PDF 
solution at every desk for regular 
usage by employees. The license 
type supports central roll-out 
installation with a single license 
key. Licenses can be managed 
using the License Manager tool. 

Allows use with desktop and 
application vir tualization solu-
tions, such as Microsoft Remote 
Desktop Services (RDS), and 
Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops. 
This supports deployment of 
FineReader on server farms and 
using License Manager to set up 
and control FineReader licenses 
and assign users to them.

Cost-ef f icient way to provide 
employees at small- to mid-sized 
businesses or workgroups within 
a Local Area Network with a 
powerful PDF solution for occa-
sional use. This can be deployed 
centrally on an unlimited num-
ber of workstations (the maxi-
mum number of simultaneous 
users depends on the number of 
licenses purchased).

PER SEAT
min. 5 licenses

REMOTE USER
min. 5 licenses

CONCURRENT
min. 5 licenses

• Microsoft® Windows® 10 / 8.1 / 8 / 7

• PC with 1 GHz (or faster) x86 or x64 processor with SSE2 instruction set

Streamline IT costs
Benefit from one-time payment and progressive  
volume discounts to maximize the impact across the 
organization.

Standardize software assets
Deploy one PDF solution throughout the organization to 
ensure multiple stakeholders can collaborate smoothly.

All-in-one functionality
Empower employees with OCR-driven technology and 
optimize a range of tasks when working with different 
kinds of PDFs.

Simplify license management
Lower IT workload with automated deployment and 
straightforward license management.

Benefits for IT 

• 1 GB of RAM (4 GB is recommended); in multiprocessor systems, an additional 512 MB of 
RAM is required for each additional processor.

• 1.2 GB of hard disk space for typical program installation and 1.2 GB free space for optimal 
program operation

• An Internet connection is required to activate your serial number.

System Requirements
For a detailed list of all technical requirements and supported input and output file formats, as 
well as details about recognition languages and document comparison languages, please 
visit  https://www.danysoft.com/abbyy-finereader-15/
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